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EMOTION²

Summer rate per week (low/high)

EUR 147,000 / EUR 170,000
Winter rate per week (low/high)

Please enquire

Summer cruising

East Mediterranean
Winter cruising

Please enquire

Built

2007 (refitted 2017), CRN Ancona, Italy
Guests

10
Crew

9

Length

42.6m (139.7ft)
Beam

8.7m (28.5ft)
No. of guest cabins

5 cabins (4 × double, 1 × twin)

Draft

2.4m (7.9ft)
Gross Tonnage

453
Engines

2 × 1,400hp Caterpillar

Maximum speed

16 knots
Cruising speed

12 knots
Fuel consumption at cruising speed

325 litres per hour

Notes
Fully licensed for charters in Greek waters. 

,
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EMOTION²

About EMOTION²

uilt in 2007  CRN Ancona, he ha een materfull
maintained ith refit in oth 2012 and 2017 leaving her
in top cruiing condition ith the latet in technolog
too. MOTION² a created a a prototpe fuing the
elegance of the earlier model CRN 128 ith the
practicalitie and heer luxur of the ever popular 54m
CRN diplacement acht.

MOTION² ha een cleverl deigned to maximie pace.
Zuccon International Project deigned oth her exterior line
and her cool, contemporar interior. Fuing cherr ood ith a
neutral colour palette and adding plahe of red in her oft
furnihing, he ha a relaxed and inviting aura, ideal for an
intimate charter ith famil and friend. he offer
accommodation for up to 10 guet acro five cain in a
configuration of one full eam mater uite located on the main
deck complete ith alk-in dreing room, a private alcon
and an adjoining office, to VIP uite, one doule and one tin
on the loer deck. he ha multiple entertaining option acro
her three deck including a izale upper lounge complete ith
it on ar, tate-of-the-art entertainment tem plu a covered
al freco dining area eating 10. Her un deck i the place to relax
ith a choice of jacuzzi, un pad area, adjoining ar and outdoor
cinema ith 70'' drop don TV creen plu the latet ound
tem. On the main deck, formal indoor dining i a co affair
around a ophiticated gla tale, on deck a reakout area i
perfect for relaxed after dinner cocktail.

For the ultimate charter experience, MOTION² offer a plethora
of ater to for laz da pent out at anchor.

Key features

9.90m Boston Whaler 320 Outrage with 600hp outboard
engines

Master's cabin private balcony with a bath tub and plasma
window

Fully equipped gym and sauna

Outdoor cinema on the sun deck

Zero speed stabilisers to reduce any rolling motion while at
anchor

Golf driving facility with biodegradable balls and the FunAir
floating golf green

Greek charter license and unparalleled cruising experience
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Tenders & toys

1 x Towed tender 1 x Deck jacuzzi Inflatable platform RYA training centre for
jetskis & waverunners

2 x Waverunners 3 x SeaBobs 3 x Kayaks 3 x Stand up
paddleboards

Wakeboard Wakesurf Kneeboard Waterskis

Inflatable tows Fishing gear Snorkelling gear

Fitness equipment

Multi gym Rowing machine Treadmill Upright stationary bike

Pleae note that tender, to and fitne equipment are uject to regular upgrade and change. Contact a urge roker for the latet information.
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EMOTION²

un deck jacuzzi

un deck cinema
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EMOTION²

Lounging on oard

Upper deck dining area
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EMOTION²

k lounge

k lounge
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EMOTION²

Main deck aft

Main deck lounge
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EMOTION²

Main deck dining

Mater cain
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EMOTION²

Mater office

Mater cain' private alcon - ath area
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EMOTION²

Mater athroom

Doule cain
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EMOTION²

Doule cain

Doule cain
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EMOTION²

Tin cain

Guet athroom en uite
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EMOTION²

Gm ith auna

Golf driving facilit ith iodegradale all and the FunAir floating golf green
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EMOTION²

Waterport launching platform

Waterport
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EMOTION²

Jetki

Waterto plethora
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EMOTION²

Chae oat: 9.90m oton Whaler 320 Outrage

Chae oat: 9.90m oton Whaler 320 Outrage
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EMOTION²

At anchor
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